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Automated calculation of cost analysis for Tyre,

Battery and Lubricant. 

Purchase of OTR tyres with the right operating

TKPH value & Cost per hour analysis.  

Trip Sheet analysis.

Customized tyre maintenance solution based on

operating conditions. 

Monitoring new tyre life, Retread life and RT factors 

Control points for pressure check, tyre rotation,

mechanical checks and uneven wear analysis.

TPMS integration for tyre pressure management. 

Automated fuel e ciency calculations.

Reduction of tyre rolling resistance by tyre

management solutions for better fuel e ciency.

Graphical view of NSD prorate mileage analysis.

Monitoring warranty pre mature failures and

scrap analysis. 

Reduce management and maintenance expenditure. 

Reduce overall operating costs by inventory

control, e cient utilization of  life of the product, 

selection of optimum performance product, less 

vehicle own time, less mechanical maintenance 

cost and less working capital utilization. 

Korcomptenz a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner oers a full spectrum of 

ERP and CRM services needed to strategically manage your growing 

business while maximizing your operation excellence. We have an 

extensive experience improving business outcomes for our customers, by 

leveraging end-to-end solutions involving the ongoing convergence of 

ERP, CRM, Azure Cloud, Analytics, Artificial Intelligence and IoT.  

Comprehensive
solution for
managing your fleet

Focus on improving fleet utilization
with solution that #FocusOnYou

With market leading products, we design and implement a 

tailored plan specific to your business. Our aim is to identify where 

ssavings can be achieved and what product type, size and design is 

most  suitable not just for your fleet as a whole, but right down to 

individual vehicles and specific operating conditions. The ongoing 

advice from our team of experts, will help you achieve the best 

CPKM possible. 

FLEET MAINTENENCE SOLUTION
Our Fleet Maintenance Solution aims to deliver a comprehensive

solution for maintaining your tyre, battery and lubricants. It tracks the 

location, usage and cost, enables to save time, curb risk, save lives 

and maximize the profits by capturing your entire fleet management 

history in the FMS( Fleet Maintenance Solution) 
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